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Abstract
The fields of organic electronics and spintronics have the potential to revolu-
tionize the electronics industry. Finding the right materials that can retain their
electrical and spin properties when combined is a technological and fundamental
challenge. We carry out the study of three archetypal organic molecules in
intimate contact with the BiAg2 surface alloy. We show that the BiAg2 alloy is
an especially suited substrate due to its inertness as support for molecular films,
exhibiting an almost complete absence of substrate–molecular interactions. This
is inferred from the persistence of a completely unaltered giant spin-orbit split
surface state of the BiAg2 substrate, and from the absence of significant metallic
screening of charged molecular levels in the organic layer. Spin-orbit split
states in BiAg2 turn out to be far more robust to organic overlayers than
previously thought.
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In modern technological devices, organic molecules have already become important electronic
building blocks due to their low cost, large variability and easy processing. For this reason,
organic interfaces have become essential in all emerging electronic applications, such as
spintronics. Finding suitable substrates that fit the requirements of the desired electronic
device is a great challenge. Likewise, the use of molecules to their full capacities
requires understanding of the interplay of the molecule–molecule and molecule–substrate
interactions. In the case of organic spintronic devices, fundamental research has not yet been
undertaken, particularly the investigation of organic/solid interfaces, which remain basically
unexplored.

Spintronic devices are based on substrate materials with strong spin–orbit interaction.
Among them, monolayer-thick surface alloys such as PbAg2, BiCu2 or BiAg2 have received
much attention since they exhibit giant Rashba splitting in their two-dimensional (2D)
electronic bands. This effect is due to both: the potential gradient perpendicular to the surface
direction and the sizeable in-plane potential variation caused by the different intermixed species
on the surface [1, 2]. However, in order to exploit these materials in spintronic applications one
needs to build up interfaces while keeping the spin texture of its bands. Inorganic magnetic
films have the risk of chemically disrupting such fine surface alloys and destroying their spin
properties. The alternative is the use of organic molecules, e.g. those featuring aromatic π-
planes with magnetic metal cores, which generally interact more weakly with solid substrates
than metallic films. The question arises as to what extent the Rashba splitting in surface alloys
can be preserved upon adsorption of functional, organic molecules.

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments in organic spintronic interfaces have
already been reported, revealing the self-assembled architectures of different molecules, e.g. on
the BiAg2 surface alloy [3, 4]. However, the effect of the adsorption of organic molecules on the
electronic structure of the BiAg2 has not yet been investigated. It is the aim of this work to shed
light into this matter. We therefore present the angle resolved photo emission spectroscopy
(ARPES) data of three archetype organic molecules on the BiAg2 surface: C60, iron
octaethylporphyrin (FeOEP) and 3, 4, 9, 10-perylene-tetracarboxylic acid (PTCDA). In our
case, Cl–FeOEP was used to improve the stability of the molecule, however, in the following
we will simple refer to it as FeOEP. In all cases, we achieve an organic/metal interface showing
essentially no molecule–substrate interactions. This is manifested at both sides of the interface.
In the BiAg2 substrate, the Rashba-splitting in the 2D Tamm-like state persists, as in the case of
physisorbed Xe [5], although in contrast to the latter, we see no modification of the energy or
shape of these bands. Such a finding is quite remarkable, and will be discussed later, since such
characteristics are generally attributed to topologically protected states. On the other hand, we
observe a negligible metallic screening of charged molecular levels in the organic film. This
effect is unusual in organic layers, which generally exhibit an upward binding energy shift from
the interface to the thick film, associated with the screening of the excited hole state of the
photoemission process in the proximity of the metal substrate. Therefore, the hole injection
barrier (HIB) for this substrate remains almost constant from the monolayer to the thick film,
which is of particular importance when envisaging electronic devices.
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In the following, we will show and discuss the experimental ARPES data obtained from
the three different molecules employed, i.e. C60, FeOEP and PTCDA on the BiAg2 alloy.
ARPES data obtained from C60 films on BiAg2 alloys are presented in figure 1. The effect of the
C60 overlayers on the BiAg2 surface state is shown in figures 1(a)–(d). The dashed line is a
polynomial fit to the clean surface data5 (panel a) and is used as a guide to the eye in the other
panels. The most striking characteristic of this analysis is the lack of any discernable variation in
the surface state, apart from a decrease in intensity with increasing C60 thickness. As surface
states are generally significantly modified by interactions with overlayers [6–13], this suggests a
very limited molecule–substrate electronic exchange.
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Figure 1. Experimental ARPES data from C60 films with different coverage on 1ML
BiAg2/Ag(111). The variation in the BiAg2 surface states with molecular coverage is
shown in a–d, with the red dashed line a polynomial5 fitted to the clean BiAg2 surface
state (used as a guide). The 0 Å−1 intensity profiles for a range of molecular thicknesses
are shown as different color lines in e. The features of the Ag d-bands are found below
−4.5 eV, and new molecular orbital bands become more prominent with increasing
coverage. The inset highlights the energy region above the Ag d-bands. The variation in
the Ag (Cu) d-bands and the BiAg2 (Cu) surface state intensity with increasing
molecular film thickness is shown in f (inset to f). The intensity closely follows the gray
dotted lines, indicating an almost linear decrease behavior. The variation in the position
of the HOMO and HOMO-1 with molecular film thickness is presented in g and
compared to that for the molecules on Ag(111) (dashed and dotted lines).

5 The polynomial is used to account for the s-pz and px-py hybridization of the spin-split surface states as reported
by G. Bihlmayer et al., PRB 75, 195414 (2007).



In all previous studies of physisorbed layers on metallic surfaces, regardless of the
existence of hybridization or charge-related renormalization, a small energy shift is observed. In
the case of graphene on Ir(111) [6], the surface state appears shifted toward the Fermi level by
150 meV, while the shape of the bands remains effectively unchanged. In the case of Xe
absorbed on BiAg2, considered an especially weakly interacting system, the bands are shifted
closer to the Fermi level at the Γ-point by 50 meV and the band maxima are reduced by
20 meV. In many cases, for one monolayer of any physisorbed material on a metallic surface,
the surface state is shifted toward the Fermi level by about 200 meV [6, 12, 13]. The lack of any
discernable shift or modification in figures 1(a)–(d), therefore, is particularly surprising.

Normal emission (momentum= 0) energy distribution curves (EDCs) for C60 films
with thicknesses between 0 and 3.6ML are shown in figure 1(e). The substrate d-bands
(−4.5 to −7 eV) decrease in intensity, while a number of new features (molecular energy levels)
are observed to have the opposite trend. A key indication of the presence of strong molecule–
substrate interactions is the formation of unique, hybridized, molecule–substrate bands at low
molecular coverages [11]. Our data does not show new hybridized bands in the low coverage
regions, in contrast to the clean BiAg2 or bulk-like (>2.5 ML) C60 film, reflecting the lack of
strong molecule–substrate interactions. The intensity variation of the substrate d-bands and the
BiAg2 surface state with coverage is shown in figure 1(f). Comparing the latter to the variation
for C60 on Cu(111) (inset to figure 1(f)), we need higher coverages to completely suppress the
d-bands and surface states in BiAg2 (2ML for the BiAg2 substrate and 1.2ML for the Cu(111)
substrate). Since C60 on Cu(111) is already considered a weakly interacting interface that only
slightly affects the surface state [8], we infer that the interaction is even weaker on BiAg2,
where the surface state is not quenched by the C60 contact layer, but its intensity is simply
attenuated by the growing film. It may be argued that we have some second layer formation
prior to the complete first layer being formed, such that the surface state emission belongs to
BiAg2 patches that remain uncovered. However, the attenuation behavior and the STM
evidence for the three molecules analyzed here points against this process. As observed in
figure 1(e), the decay of the Ag d-bands does not appear to be uniform. We consider this to be a
consequence of the background modification and the development of molecular levels. In this
case, the high binding energy peaks coincide with a conspicuous C60 orbital appearing when the
molecule comes in contact with a noble metal [23] (energy region below 4.5 eV).

For most in situ grown organic films on metals, molecule–substrate interactions dominate
the molecular level alignment at the interface [7–11]. In the presence of a metal, interactions
range from strong chemical intermixing to weak molecule/surface interplay, with no structural
disruption of the interface. However, the latter may still involve different kinds of electronic
interactions, such as charge transfer and ionization, mutual polarization, or the formation of
molecule/surface hybrid states [11]. All molecule/metal interactions are reflected in the energy
of molecular levels, such as the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), which usually
evolves from the contact monolayer to the thick film. Therefore, an ideally non-interacting
interface should be characterized by the absence of changes in molecular levels, which would
align with respect to EF at a constant energy from the monolayer to the thick organic film [11].
The evolution of the HOMO and the second highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO-1)
with increasing C60 coverage is presented in figure 1(g). For comparison, the dotted/dashed
lines indicate the HOMO positions obtained for C60 on Ag(111) at 1 ML and bulk (>2.5 ML),
respectively. The variation found in this case is much less than for the Ag(111) substrate. As a
further comparison, these values, along with those for the Au(111) and Cu(111) substrates, are
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presented in (table 1). Note that the smallest variation between 1ML and the bulk is observed
for the current system. In a weakly interacting molecular layer, interactions with the metallic
charge of the substrate realign (‘renormalize’ [11]) the molecular levels in the valence band
spectra, which are shifted towards the Fermi energy in the organic monolayer with respect to the
molecular levels of the thick films. This effect is due to both the partial metallization and
hybridization of frontier orbitals in the contact organic layer, as well as to the enhanced
screening of the photo-hole created in the photoemission process [11]. In reality, the charged,
excited state of photoemission is the one involved in the injection processes, and hence its
energy defines the actual hole injection barrier. In the case of C60/BiAg2, the energy shift from
the monolayer to thick film (|HOMO1ML–HOMObulk|) is much smaller than for the other
substrates considered (∼0.13 eV compared to 0.85, 0.5 and 0.2 eV for Ag, Au and Cu,
respectively), and hence the HIB essentially shows no shift between one monolayer and the
bulk.

The second molecule considered in the present study is FeOEP. In contrast to the case of
C60, FeOEP is considered a mild electron donor which features a ferromagnetic metal atom at its
core. In similar systems, such a metal core has been shown to mediate strong molecule/substrate
interactions [14, 15]. Therefore, we expected that the interaction with the surface may
significantly increase with respect to the C60 case. On the contrary, the ARPES data obtained on
the FeOEP covered sample, see figure 2, suggest a very similar scenario. The BiAg2 surface state
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Table 1. The binding energies of the two highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs)
for the three organic films on various metallic substrates. The underlined values are
from the current measurements, while all others are literature values. All values are
given in units of eV and the abbreviation n/a refers to ‘not applicable’.

C60 HOMO HOMO-1

subs. 1 ML bulk diff. 1 ML bulk diff.

BiAg2 2.31 2.44 0.13 3.68 3.80 0.12
Ag(111) 1.85 [9] 2.7 [9] 0.85 3.1 [9] 4.0 [9] 0.9
Au(111) 1.7 [14] 2.2 [14] 0.5 n/a 3.5 [14]
Cu(111) 1.7 [8] 1.9 [8] 0.2 n/a 3.5 [8]

FeOEP HOMO HOMO-1

subs. 1 ML bulk 1ML bulk

BiAg2 1.68 1.73 0.05 2.93 2.96 0.03
Cu(111) n/a n/a 2.69 2.89 0.2

PTCDA HOMOdomain boundaries HOMOnon-interacting

subs. 1 ML bulk 1ML bulk

BiAg2 1.63 1.76 −0.13 2.45 2.47 0.02
Ag(111) n/a n/a 1.55 [10] 2.45 [10] 0.9
Au(111) n/a n/a 1.8 [10] 2.55 [10] 0.75
Cu(111) n/a n/a 1.7 [10] 2.55 [10] 0.85



is again unmodified by the molecular overlayer (figures 2(a)–(d)), while the substrate d-bands and
molecular orbitals show no evidence of hybridization (figure 2(e)). Also, similar to C60, the
evolution of the molecular level realignment from 1ML to a thick film is minor (see figure 2(g)).
We deduce that, as for C60 on BiAg2/Ag(111), the substrate/molecular interactions are weak.

For FeOEP, the intensity of the substrate d-bands and the BiAg2 surface state is attenuated
more quickly with coverage, ∼1.4ML compared to ∼2.5ML for C60 (see figure 2(f)). Since d-
bands are less prompted by quenching effects due to their bulk character, this difference in
attenuation could reflect the mode-of-growth differences, namely island formation in C60 versus
layer-by-layer growth in FeOEP. However, a stronger attenuation can also be explained by an
effectively larger atomic density of the FeOEP film with respect to C60. Nonetheless, the
attenuation is still less pronounced when compared with that of FeOEP on Cu(111) (∼1.5ML
for BiAg2 compared with ∼1ML for Cu). In fact, the reasons for the peak attenuation may be
more complex, since this could involve different mechanisms of electron scattering. But what is
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Figure 2. Experimental ARPES data from FeOEP films with different coverage on
1ML BiAg2/Ag(111). The variation in the BiAg2 surface states with molecular
coverage is shown in a–d, with the red dashed line a polynomial fitted to the clean
BiAg2 surface state (used as a guide). The 0 Å−1 intensity profiles for a range of
molecular thicknesses are shown as different color lines in e. The features of the Ag
d-bands are found below −4.5 eV, and new molecular orbital bands become more
prominent with increasing coverage. The inset highlights the energy region above the
Ag d-bands. The variation in the Ag (Cu) d-bands and the BiAg2 (Cu) surface state
intensity with increasing molecular film thickness is shown in f (inset to f). The intensity
closely follows the gray dotted lines, indicating an almost linear decrease behavior. The
variation in the position of the HOMO and HOMO-1 with molecular film thickness is
presented in g.



relevant is whether or not molecules wet the BiAg2 surface. If the surface is not entirely covered
at the monolayer, one could argue that the observed surface state emission corresponds to clean
surface patches. As discussed below, there is significant evidence that the growth mechanism in
all three molecules is layer by layer [21].

The previous two molecular films discussed, C60 and FeOEP, are found to barely interact
with the BiAg2 substrate, therefore it is interesting to also consider PTCDA, a molecule that
interacts strongly with most metallic substrates [10, 11, 16, 17]. PTCDA possesses a strong
acceptor character that drives a large electron transfer from the substrate, leaving the molecule
in a negatively charged state. On noble metal surfaces, the PTCDA–substrate interaction varies
from the strong chemisorption case of Cu(111) to the weak interaction on Au(111), passing
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Figure 3. Experimental ARPES data from PTCDA films with different coverage on
1ML BiAg2/Ag(111). The variation in the BiAg2 surface states with molecular
coverage is shown in a–d, with the red dashed line a polynomial fitted to the clean
BiAg2 surface state (used as a guide to the eye). The 0 Å−1 intensity profiles for a range
of molecular thicknesses are shown as different color lines in e. The features of the Ag
d-bands are found below −4.5 eV, and new molecular orbital bands become more
prominent with increasing coverage. The inset highlights the energy region above the
Ag d-bands. The variation in the Ag (Cu) d-bands and the BiAg2 (Cu) surface state
intensity with increasing molecular film thickness is shown in f (inset to f. The intensity
closely follows the gray dotted lines, indicating an almost linear decrease behavior. The
variation in the position of the HOMO derived from molecules bonded to domain
boundaries and those not interacting with the substrate with molecular film thickness is
presented in g and compared to that for the molecules on Ag(111) (dashed and dotted
lines). The inset in g is the variation in the intensity ratio (defined in the equation below
the graph) between the HOMOdomain boundaries and the HOMOnon-interacting.



through the metallic hybrid substrate–molecule band observed in PTCDA/Ag(111) [10]. In the
weakly interacting case of Au(111), the surface state lies within the HOMO–LUMO (lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital) gap and shows a minor energy shift, but both the HOMO and the
LUMO level still exhibit the characteristic molecular level realignment (750 meV for the
HOMO and 350 meV for the LUMO [10]), i.e. an upward binding energy shift from monolayer
to multilayer films [17].

Our results after depositing PTCDA on BiAg2 are particularly surprising, as we again
observe no significant modification with coverage of the BiAg2 surface state (figures 3(a)–(d)).
This undoubtedly points to an overall weak molecule–substrate interaction, which is further
supported by the EDCs presented in figure 3(e). The substrate d-bands decrease in intensity
with higher coverage, while the molecular levels show an opposite trend. This is similar to the
C60 and FeOEP results presented in figures 1 and 2, respectively. The intensity variation of the
substrate d-bands and the BiAg2 surface state as a function of the molecular film thickness
(figure 3(f)) is similar to that for C60 and FeOEP. Therefore, even in the case of PTCDA, which
is known to interact strongly with metallic substrates, only weak substrate–molecule
interactions are observed on BiAg2.
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Figure 4. Detailed spectra of the BiAg2 surface state for a clean sample (a), and covered
with approximately one monolayer of C60 (b), FeOEP (c) and PTCDA (d). The same
spectra as in c–d are shown in e–g after having the HOMO peak subtracted; this allows
the variation in the surface state in the region of the HOMO to be investigated.
The boundaries of the HOMO (dashed green lines) and HOMO-1 (solid red lines)
are indicated in each case, while e–g have inverted color scales for improved
visualization.



In order to check the presence of any degree of hybridization between the molecular levels
and the BiAg2 surface state in any of the three different molecules, a more detailed comparative
analysis of ARPES data for clean and approximately one-monolayer-covered surfaces is
presented in figure 4. The surface state appears completely unchanged, except for the reduced
intensity due to attenuation of the outgoing electrons in the molecular overlayer. Panels e–g in
figure 4 show the equivalent photoemission data as graphs b–d after molecular orbital
subtraction to rule out any possible ‘hybridization effects’ masked by their presence. The
surface states from the substrate are observed to disperse in a completely unaffected way
throughout the HOMO region, which is evidence of the lack of interaction between the
molecular overlayer and the BiAg2 substrate.

Coming back to the PTCDA case, due to the weak molecule–substrate interaction the
alignment of the PTCDA molecular levels is expected to show a similar variation with coverage
to that of C60 and FeOEP. However, we observe some differences that reflect the structural
properties of the PTCDA monolayer, as revealed by STM. Figure 3(g) shows a shift toward EF

in the HOMO position up to about 2ML, before it reverts into the expected inverse exponential
increase in binding energy. Such behavior defines two regions (one indicated by the blue
background and the second by the brown background). Figure 5 shows STM data of a BiAg2/
Ag(111) sample covered with about 0.5 ML PTCDA. An overview image of the sample is
provided in figure 5(a). BiAg2 islands are observed to form at two heights: on top, highly
ordered bright regions, plus darker, shallow areas with a higher presence of defects. The
PTCDA is observed to assemble within the lower, less ordered regions. In this lower BiAg2
structure, a great number of domain boundaries and defects are observed (see figure 5(b)). A
more detailed scan of a PTCDA-covered area can be found in figure 5(c). The lower right hand
side of the image shows an atomically resolved highly ordered BiAg2 island. Although the
PTCDA molecules are mostly ordered within the molecular layer, most parts of the PTCDA
islands show a certain disorder, which is probably induced by an interaction of the molecules
with the substrate.

Molecules whose order is affected by the substrate in such a way would be expected to
exhibit modified HOMO levels, and these are indeed observed in the detailed ARPES data
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Figure 5. STM data of about 0.5 ML PTCDA on BiAg2/Ag(111). The image in a shows
an overview of an area close to 120 × 120 nm (Vsample = 1 V, Itunnel = 30 pA, T = 80 K). b
is a zoom into the lower area covered by BiAg2, as indicated by the rectangle in a, and c
shows a detailed scan of a PTCDA covered area along with an atomically resolved
BiAg2-island (30 × 40 nm, Vsample = 1 V, Itunnel = 100 pA, T = 80 K).



shown in figure 6(a)–(f). From our analysis, we assign one molecular feature to the HOMO of
the PTCDA growing directly above the domain boundaries (black arrows). The other molecular
feature at higher binding energies is assigned to the HOMO of the PTCDA growing on the
‘more regular’ √3 ×√3 ordered areas. The variation in the new domain boundary HOMO is
indicated in figure 3(g) by crosses. Although shifted to lower binding energy, it exhibits a
similar variation to the non-interacting HOMO at low coverages. The variation in the ratio of
the intensity of the two HOMO peaks (figures 3(g) inset and 6(a)–(f)) clearly indicates that this
new HOMO is localized close to the substrate in the contact organic layer. Scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS) studies have previously shown that the two rotational arrangements of the
PTCDA molecules in the herringbone lattice have different molecular energy levels [11]. We
interpret that at low molecular coverage, the interaction of some molecules with the substrate’s
domain boundaries causes significant disorder within the entire organic film, which increases
the energy of the molecular levels [11]. As the molecular layer becomes thicker, the relative
proportion of domain boundary interacting molecules decreases and consequently the HOMO
energy changes. At sufficiently large thicknesses (>2ML), the effect of the substrate domain
boundaries is negligible and one recovers the molecular level position of the PTCDA film. In
other words, the molecular level variation becomes dominated by the progressive reduction in
the photo-hole screening mechanism, as observed for C60 and FeOEP. Energy level diagrams
for the case of C60, FeOEP and PTCDA are presented in figure 6(g) as a summary of the
molecular alignment process in each case.
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Figure 6. The results of peak fitting to the molecular orbitals for PTCDA films on 1ML
BiAg2/Ag(111) from figure 3. The open circles in a–f correspond to the experimental data
obtained for the different coverages. The legend for the different lines is shown in panel f.
The HOMO associated with molecules at the domain boundaries (solid lines) are
indicated with arrows in b to d. A schematic representation of an energy-level diagram for
the case of the C60 and FeOEP films (top) and PTCDA films (bottom) is shown in g.



We now return to the question of the growth mode. Organic monolayers, particularly
conjugated planar molecules, are known to wet metallic surfaces [21]. In the present
experiment, the STM data for PTCDA indicates essentially no second layer growth at the given
coverage of 0.5ML, suggesting that the BiAg2 substrate will be fully wetted before the
second layer growth occurs. Therefore, we may initially discard any significant surface state
emission from ‘clean BiAg2 substrate’ patches as a way to explain the absence of surface state
quenching. Moreover, layer-by-layer growth is deduced for all of our studied molecules,
judging from the stepwise attenuation behavior observed in the f panels of figures 1–3 [20]. In
figure 2(f) a very clear linear decrease from 0 to 1ML is observed, followed by an abrupt
change in slope and a second linear region from 1 to 2ML. For C60, the intensity decrease
observed in figure 1(f) appears to have a linear region between 0 and 1ML, followed by a
second linear region with a reduced slope between 1 and 2ML, and a third linear region, again
with a reduced slope, between 2 and 3ML. However, a lack of data points makes this assertion
less strong. In figure 3(f) the same layer-by-layer attenuation behavior is again observed.

We have shown that molecular films on BiAg2/Ag(111) substrates show minimal
molecule–substrate interactions. The overlying molecular film does not modify the giant spin-
split surface state of BiAg2, and conversely the frontier molecular level energies are not
modified significantly by the substrate. Therefore, both the inertness of the spintronic material
(BiAg2) and the organic electronic material (molecular overlayer) can be independently
manipulated, and thus successfully conjugated and implemented into novel devices.
The chemical inertness of the BiAg2 is most striking given the metallicity of the system.
Previous work has shown that metallic surface states can remain occupied under
graphene layers but they are renormalized and energy shifted [6, 12, 13]. The graphene-
protected Cu(111) [12] and Au(111) [13] surface states are Shockley surface states with
significantly different properties to the Tamm surface state intrinsic to BiAg2. The Ir(111)
surface state [6] is also a Tamm state which exhibits giant spin splitting. Therefore, a similar
mechanism protecting the Tamm states under both the organic film and graphene is highly
likely. Varykhalov et al [6] suggest that the Ir(111) surface state is topologically protected, as it
has tails that connect to different, occupied bulk Ir(111) bands. In contrast, no topological
protection is available for the BiAg2 spin-split surface state since practically all intensity is lost
before reaching the higher energy, bulk Ag substrate bands. In addition, at variance with the Ir
(111) surface states covered with graphene, no energy shift is observed for the BiAg2 surface
state. Therefore, a reduced interaction from the BiAg2 surface compared with the Ir(111)
surface is apparent, which accounts for the lack of energy shift in the present case.

Since topological protection must be excluded to explain the weakly interacting behavior
of the organic/BiAg2 interface, this should be connected to the unique chemical nature of this
binary alloy. In (111), surface atoms of face-centered cubic metals are not fully co-ordinated,
leaving an increased electron density at the surface which can interact with the overlying
organic film. The Bi atoms, which only require three bonding partners, replace these Ag atoms
in the surface layer forming the BiAg2 alloy. As this arrangement results in fully co-ordinated
atoms, the electron density above the surface is significantly reduced, and so is the interaction
with the organic overlayers. Indeed, a similar mechanism for surface electron density reduction
has been observed for BiCu2 on Cu(111) [22] but was not associated with the robustness of the
surface states to overlayers.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, investigations of the electronic structure of C60, FeOEP and PTCDA films on
BiAg2/Ag(111) substrates reveal that the giant spin-split surface state of the BiAg2 alloy
remains unexpectedly unaffected under the three molecular films. No hybridization of the
substrate d-bands and molecular bands is observed, with negligible energy variations of the
overlayer molecular orbitals. Such weak substrate–molecule interactions are attributed to the
complete filling of electron shells in the BiAg2 terminated Ag(111) surface. Remarkably, the
hole injection barrier for the substrate remains almost constant throughout the studied molecular
coverage. We argue that topological protection is not imposed on the system to reach the
necessary chemical inertness that will electronically decouple the overlayer with the substrate.
On the other hand, maintaining the substrate’s spin character and the electronic nature (hole
injection barrier) of the organic overlayer could create novel devices capable of manipulating
each component independently, envisaging a path toward the merging of organic electronic and
spintronic devices.

Methods

The ARPES experiments were conducted under UHV conditions with a base pressure better
than 5 × 10−10 mbar. The measurements were performed at 150 K using the He I line (21.2 eV)
from a monochromatized gas discharge lamp and a SPECS Phoibos 150 electron analyzer with
energy and momentum resolutions of ∼40 meV and 0.1°, respectively. In the case of the
ARPES experiments, the Ag(111) sample was cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering and
annealing. One-third of a monolayer of Bi was evaporated from a well calibrated Knudsen cell
while the sample was kept at room temperature. A subsequent annealing step (∼550 K) ensured
an alloying of the surface into one monolayer of BiAg2, and low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) was used to check the sample quality. Molecules were evaporated from quartz Knudsen
cells while the sample was kept at room temperature. The variation in molecular thickness was
obtained by evaporating further molecules onto the sample at each step. After each deposition
step, the sample was checked by LEED and the respective ARPES data was collected. The
molecular thickness was calibrated by comparison of wedges grown on Cu(111) to published
data.

The STM experiments were conducted under UHV conditions with a base pressure better
than 5 × 10−10 mbar at a temperature of 80 K. The bias voltage was applied to the sample. For
data collection and processing, GXSM [18] and WSXM [19] were used, respectively. Bismuth
was evaporated onto the slightly preheated Ag(111) sample from a Knudsen cell, and LEED
was used to check the sample quality. PTCDA previously cleaned by gradient sublimation was
evaporated from a Knudsen cell while the sample was held at room temperature.
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